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Abstract. We evaluate currently available information on low-mass dilepton and direct-
photon emission spectra measured in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. In the first part an
attempt is made to develop a consistent picture of the in-medium effects on the electromagnetic
spectral function and pinpoint its emission history by utilizing its radial and elliptic flow
signatures. In the second part we elaborate on the implications of the empirical information on
the nature of chiral symmetry restoration. We indicate how the melting of the ρ resonance in hot
and dense matter is related to, and compatible with, the reduction of chiral order parameters
as “measured” in thermal lattice QCD.
1. Introduction
The spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry (SBCS) in the QCD vacuum is believed to be
a consequence of the condensation of scalar quark-antiquark pairs. It manifests itself in the
generation of mass in strong interactions and, more precisely, in lifting the degeneracies within
chiral multiplets (π-σ, ρ-a1, N -N
∗(1535), ...). The search for (partial) restoration of SBCS in hot
and dense matter as a fundamental phenomenon is one of the core missions of the ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion programs at laboratories around the world. The most promising observable in this
regard are invariant-mass spectra of dileptons (e+e− or µ+µ−) which open a direct window on
the in-medium spectral function of the electromagnetic (EM) current, cf. Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] for
recent reviews. In the vacuum, and at low mass (M ≤ 1GeV), the EM spectral function reflects
the mass distribution of the light vector mesons ρ, ω and φ, and thus the dynamical generation
of mass in QCD. Thermal radiation of low-mass dileptons is ideally suited to illuminate the
changes in the vector-meson mass distributions as the (pseudo-) critical temperature for chiral
restoration, Tχpc ≃ 160 MeV, is approached and surpassed. However, robust conclusions from
measurements of dilepton spectra in heavy-ion collisions require a number of rather challenging
steps. First, one needs sufficiently accurate measurements of so-called “excess” radiation (beyond
final-state decays) to extract its spectral shape. Second, such measurements need to cover a large
range of collision energies to establish systematic trends, enabling the extraction of genuine
features in the radiation. In particular, one needs to correlate the observed spectral shapes
with the thermodynamic properties of the emission sources, most notably its temperature(s).
Third, model calculations and predictions need to be tested against the data which is critical for
deducing mechanisms underlying observed spectral modifications. Such comparisons not only
require calculations of the in-medium EM spectral functions but also a good control over space-
time evolution of the fireball at each collision energy. Finally, the model calculations have to be
rooted in the bigger picture of QCD thermodynamics, and specifically in the context of chiral
restoration by utilizing relations between the EM spectral functions and chiral order parameters,
where the latter can be tested (or extracted) from thermal lattice QCD. It is the purpose of this
proceedings to give an update on carrying out these steps.
The remainder of this article is organized into two main sections. The first one (Sec. 2)
contains a phenomenological assessment of the current experimental situation regarding the
extraction of the in-medium EM spectral function and the pertinent regimes in temperature
and baryon density that it corresponds to. The second one (Sec. 3) summarizes how the
phenomenological findings relate to chiral symmetry restoration, invoking both rigorous and
more heuristic arguments. Both sections are not divided up any further to stipulate the
comprehensive nature of the discussion. We briefly conclude in Sec. 4.
2. Electromagnetic Emission Spectra from Experiment
The first unambiguous detection of a low-mass dilepton excess in ultrarelativistic heavy-
ion collisions (URHICs) was achieved by the CERES/NA45 collaboration, first in the S-Au
system [6] and later with improved precision in Pb-Au collisions [7, 8]. Early theoretical analyses
successfully described these data utilizing the conjecture of a dropping ρ-meson mass in hot
and dense matter [9], as a direct consequence of the reduction of the quark condensate (later,
this connection was found to be problematic and revisited [10]). Shortly thereafter, several
groups started to evaluate “more mundane” medium modifications, by performing “standard”
hadronic many-body (or thermal-field theory) calculations of the ρ spectral function using known
(or at least well-constrained) hadronic interactions in vacuum as an input. These calculations,
performed for cold nuclear matter [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], a hot meson gas [18, 19, 20, 21, 22],
or hot and dense hadronic matter [23, 24, 25, 26], generically produce a rather strong broadening
of the in-medium ρ spectral function with little mass shift, especially in nuclear media. What
was originally intended to provide a baseline for disentangling more “exotic” medium effects,
subsequently turned into a fair description of the CERES dilepton enhancement all by itself, see
the left panel of Fig. 1. Does this imply that dilepton data are not sensitive (or even unrelated)
to chiral restoration? Our answer is no, as will be disucssed in Sec. 3 below.
A quantitative test of the “ρ-broadening” became possible with the NA60 dimuon spectra in
In-In(
√
s=17.3 AGeV) collisions [29, 27], which have set a new standard for precision in dilepton
spectroscopy in URHICs to date, see right panel of Fig. 1. These data have been fully corrected
for the detector acceptance, which, for the first time in URHIC dilepton spectroscopy, renders
the mass spectra (Lorentz-) invariant. This means that their shape is unaffected by the blue
shift due to the collective flow of the expanding fireball, and thus they directly reflect the
spectral distribution of the medium’s emission rate (in addition, the excellent mass resolution
and statistics allowed for a subtraction of the hadronic decay cocktail, defining the notion of
“excess” spectra). If the emission emanates from a locally thermalized medium, it takes the
well-known form
dNll
d4xd4q
= − α
2
em
π3M2
fB(q0;T ) ImΠem(M, q;µB , T ) , (1)
where ImΠem is the in-medium EM spectral function, f
B the thermal Bose distribution and the
factor 1/M2 is a remnant of the intermediate propagator of the virtual photon. The predictions
of hadronic many-body theory (evolved over a thermal fireball evolution constrained by hadron
spectra) [30, 28] turn out to agree well with these data, cf. right panel of Fig. 1 (see also
Refs. [31, 32, 33, 34]). This actually provides non-trivial information beyond the realm of strict
reliability of hadronic theory, which we estimate to be up to T ≃ 150MeV, where the total
hadron density reaches about 2̺0 (̺0=0.16 fm
−3 denotes nuclear matter saturation density). A
good portion of the low-mass dilepton enhancement is radiated from temperatures around and
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Figure 1. Dilepton spectra measured at SPS energies (
√
s=17.3AGeV) by the CERES/NA45
collaboration in Pb-Au collisions (left panel) [7], and by the NA60 collaboration in In-In (right
panel) [27], compared to the same theoretical approach [28]. The CERES data are taken in the
e+e− channel and include acceptance cuts in the (di-) electron tracks, while the NA60 data are
for µ+µ−, subtracted of the cocktail and fully corrected for (di-) muon acceptance cuts.
somewhat below Tpc in the fireball evolution. In other words, the NA60 data quantitatively
support a smooth extrapolation of the hadronic ρ broadening into the temperature region of the
chiral transition. More explicitly, the observed spectra follow from a convolution of the above
rate, Eq. (1), over 3-momentum and 4-volume of the expanding medium,
dNll
dMdy
=
1
∆y
τfo∫
τ0
dτ
∫
VFB
d3x
∫
Md3q
q0
dNll
d4xd4q
(M, q;T (τ), µB(τ)) (2)
≃ V4
∆y
∫
d3q
Mq0
α2em
π3
fB(q0; T¯ ) (−ImΠem(M, q; T¯ , µ¯B)) . (3)
In the second line we have condensed the space-time integration into a 4-volume, V4, at the
expense of replacing the time-dependent temperature and baryo-chemical potential (or baryon
density) in the dilepton rate by average values, T¯ and µ¯B, respectively. The latter can be
extracted from the model calculations which describe the data to be T¯ ≃ 150-160MeV and
µ¯totB ≃ 250-300MeV (or ¯̺totB ≃ 0.7-1 ̺0). The remaining 3-momentum integral in Eq. (3) is a
Lorentz scalar and can thus be evaluated in the local rest frame. This is routinely done in model
calculations of the spectral function, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2, including the dimuon
phase-space factor and mass threshold, Mthr = 2mµ = 211MeV. One immediately recognizes a
remarkable reminiscence of the theoretical rates, calculated a decade ago [24], with the NA60
data. This corroborates the possibility of extracting an “average” ρ-meson width which turns
out to be Γ¯medρ ≃ 350-400MeV (which is not not far from the value found for cold nuclear
matter at saturation density). This necessarily implies larger widths in the earlier stages of the
fireball evolution (later and earlier contributions are, in fact, required to properly account for
the total excess yield), which reach around Γρ(Tpc) ≃ 600MeV, before a transition to QGP
rates is performed. At this point, the QGP and hadronic rates are very similar (see left panel
of Fig. 2), which has been interpreted as quark-hadron duality in dilepton rates across Tpc [35].
A similar feature was found for photon rates in Ref. [36], and later again in Ref. [37].
An important question is whether one can obtain independent information on the medium’s
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Figure 2. Left panel: Comparison of the thermal dilepton emission rates at fixed temperature
(as figuring into the full calculation of the spectra shown in Fig. 1) with the acceptance
corrected NA60 spectra. The rates are a combination of the low-mass ρ contribution (solid
lines) and a continuum “4π” part (dashed lines) which for simplicity has been approximated
by a perturbative continuum limited to M>0.9GeV. Both contributions carry the relative
normalization as used in the fireball evolution (including pion fugacity factors), but are scaled
by an overall constant to match the data at M≃0.5GeV. Isoscalar contributions (ω and φ) to
the rates are not included. Right panel: In-medium ρ spectral function based on Ref. [24] as
figuring into the calculations of the dilepton spectra in Fig. 1 [28] and underlying the low-mass
in-medium hadronic rates in the left panel.
temperature from which the observed spectral shape is originating. As stated above, invariant-
mass spectra are an ideal tool to evaluate emission temperatures due to the absence of blue
shifts induced by the collective flow (which are present in transverse-momentum (qT ) spectra).
However, as evident from Eq. (3), the thermal slope associated with the Bose distribution is
modulated by the medium effects in the EM spectral function. Nevertheless, when using the
in-medium hadronic rates underlying the description of the NA60 data in Fig. 1 (right) as
a “thermometer”, one finds that the slope in the data over the range M = 0.3-1.5 GeV is
reasonably well reproduced with T ≃ 150-170MeV, cf. left panel of Fig. 2. Closer inspection
of this comparison reveals that the enhancement at the very low-mass end, close to the dimuon
threshold, is slightly overestimated, suggesting that in this regime emission from later stages
prevails, where the medium effects are smaller, cf. the in-medium ρ spectral function in the right
panel of Fig. 2. Alternatively, carrying out the slope analysis for masses above M = 1GeV,
where the medium effects on the rate are less pronounced (resembling a structureless continuum),
one deduces a slope of around T ≃ 170MeV up to M ≃ 1.5GeV, with a tendency to further
increase at still higher mass. This is consistent with the well-known feature that at higher mass
(or higher qT , as governed by the energy, q0, figuring into the thermal distribution function), the
temperature sensitivity of the thermal exponential increasingly biases the contributions to the
spectra toward earlier phases (i.e., higher T ) [4]. The NA60 collaboration has also conducted a
systematic investigation of slope parameters, Teff , of qT spectra in various mass bins [38]. Here,
Teff contains the radial-flow blue shift, schematically as Teff ≃ T +Mβ2av, where βav denotes
the average expansion velocity of the fireball at a given moment. The extracted values for Teff
gradually increase from about 170MeV at threshold up to ca. 260MeV at the ρ mass, decreasing
thereafter and leveling off at ca. 200-220MeV for M > 1GeV. This is remarkably consistent
with the information from M -spectra, i.e., an emission source of hot hadronic matter at and
below the ρ-mass with a mass-dependent slope increase, and emission from around Tc and higher
(with a possibly large QGP component) above the ρ mass.
An intriguing aspect of the ρ-broadening as obtained from many-body theory in hot and dense
hadronic matter is the prevalence of baryon-induced medium effects [23, 24]. Theoretically, this
is a consequence of quantitative constraints on the ρ-meson coupling to nucleons as deduced,
e.g., from nuclear photoabsorption data on the proton and on nuclei [39]. This feature raised
some doubts in the early stages of interpreting the CERES data, as the experimental pion-
to-baryon ratio at full SPS energy is about 5:1. However, many of the pions observed in
the final state originate from resonance decays; including these in a thermally equilibrated
“hadron resonance gas” gives meson-to-baryon ratios of closer to 2:1. Nonetheless, the question
arises how the properties of the excess radiation develop with the nuclear collision energy, i.e.,
with the relative baryon content in the system. The first step in this direction was a CERES
measurement at a lower SPS bombarding energy of Elab=40AGeV (
√
s=8.7AGeV) [40]. While
the pion multiplicity decreases by ca. 40%, the low-mass dilepton enhancement over the cocktail
indicates an increase over the result at 158AGeV, consistent with the anticipated prevalence
of baryon-driven medium effects. The predictions from the in-medium broadened ρ spectral
function describe the data well. This trend continues all the way down to relativistic energies
in the BEVALAC/SIS regime (Elab=1-2AGeV), where a large excess radiation has also been
reported [41, 42]. The next step is to go to higher energies as available at the colliders RHIC
and LHC. Here, the net baryon density at mid-rapidity becomes small. It was pointed out,
however, that at temperatures close to Tpc, the sum of the densities of baryons (B) and anti-
baryons (B¯) is appreciable, about 0.7̺0, and thus critical in producing a large broadening of
the ρ, since it interacts equally with baryons and anti-baryons due to CP invariance [43]. Since
the concept of chemical freeze-out continues to hold in nuclear collisions at RHIC energy, the
total number of baryons plus anti-baryons does not change appreciably until thermal freeze-out
at Tfo≃100MeV, and thus their density drops much slower than would be the case in chemical
equilibrium (where it would decrease dramatically due to the large mass penalty on baryons).
The upshot of this discussion is that the hadronic in-medium effects at collider energies were
predicted to be comparable to that at SPS energies, and thus the low-mass dilepton enhancement
at RHIC and LHC is expected to be quite similar in magnitude and shape to what has been
observed at SPS. The PHENIX data of Ref. [44] do not support this expectation: a large
enhancement in central Au-Au(
√
s=200AGeV) has been reported which cannot be described
by the in-medium hadronic effects as is the case at the SPS. One should note, however, that
the enhancement in non-central collisions is significantly smaller. A new mechanism should
thus be operative in central Au-Au at RHIC, which does not prominently figure at SPS,
nor in more peripheral collisions at RHIC. On the other hand, the STAR collaboration has
reported preliminary data for dielectrons in central Au-Au(
√
s=200AGeV) [45], which indicate
a much smaller enhancement, not incompatible with the effects expected from the in-medium ρ
broadening. At the recent Quark Matter 2012 meeting, the STAR collaboration went another
step further, presenting a systematic dielectron measurement from the RHIC beam-energy scan
program [46]. A persistent low-mass enhancement was found in Au-Au at collisions energies
of
√
s=19.6, 39, 62 and 200AGeV. The invariant-mass spectra at the lowest energy (19.6GeV)
exhibited the largest excess over the cocktail, and agree very well with the CERES data in Pb-
Au(
√
s=17.3AGeV). The predictions from hadronic many-body theory (with a moderate QGP
portion in the low-mass regime) show good agreement with this excitation function. The STAR
measurements (together with the CERES and NA60 data) thus suggest a universal origin of the
low-mass dilepton enhancement in URHICs from
√
s ≃ 10-200 GeV. New data reported by the
PHENIX collaboration for peripheral and semi-central Au-Au, taking advantage of the hadron
blind detector (HBD), also support this scenario [47].
The STAR collaboration furthermore presented first measurements of the dielectron elliptic
flow, v2. Within the currently rather large uncertainties of this very challenging measurement,
the v2 of the dielectrons in the low-mass region, divided up into several mass bins, was found
to be compatible with the simulated v2 of the decay cocktail (mostly due to the long-lived π,
η, ω and φ contributions). At face value, this result implies that the excess radiation carries a
v2 which is as large as the hadrons decaying after thermal freezeout. This assertion is, in fact,
very consistent with the PHENIX measurement of direct photon v2 in Au-Au collisions [48],
which was found to be compatible with those of pions for qT ≤3GeV. Such an observation is
difficult to account for through radiation which is dominated by early QGP emission [49, 50, 51].
This discrepancy can be noticably reduced in a rather straightforward fireball scenario where
most of the bulk v2 is built up by the time the system reaches the phase transition region,
in connection with photon emission rates for QGP and hadronic matter which continuously
evolve across Tpc [52]. The latter feature is indeed satisfied when merging hadronic many-body
calculations for photon production [37] with QGP rates in a complete leading-order perturbative
evaluation [53]. At the same time, a fireball evolution with fully built-up elliptic flow and fairly
large radial flow at ∼Tpc, is supported empirically by the systematics of the measured spectra and
v2 of multistrange particles (Ω
−, φ and Ξ), as well as by the constituent quark-number scaling
of light and strange hadrons; it is possible to realize these features in explicit hydrodynamic
simulations [54]. Furthermore, the PHENIX collaboration extracted an inverse slope of their
excess direct-photon spectra (defined by subtracting the primordial contribution from hard NN
collisions; late decays, such as π0, η → γγ, are already taken out in the definition of “direct”
photons). It was found to be Teff ≃ (221 ± 19stat ± 19sys)MeV. This is a rather soft slope
given its approximate decomposition into a true medium temperature and the blue-shift effect
on massless particles due to an average radial flow velocity, Teff ≃ T
√
(1 + βav)/(1 − βav). For
example, for an average flow velocity of βav = 0.3(0.4), the blue-shift correction amounts to
∼35(50)%. This further corroborates that the prevalent emission of the photons measured by
PHENIX should be around Tpc.
To summarize this section, the excess of EM radiation observed in URHICs to date is
remarkably consistent with a thermal source of dileptons and photons from a hydrodynamically
evolving medium, and thus naturally fits into the current “standard model” of these reactions.
Employing state-of-the-art emission rates allows for an accurate description of precision dilepton
data at the SPS, and accounts for data available at both lower SPS energy and the most the
recent spectra obtained in a first systematic energy scan in the collider regime of RHIC. Slope
analyses of both mass and qT spectra, as well as their large v2, give strong indications for this
excess radiation to emanate from around the phase transition temperature predicted by thermal
lattice QCD. The similarity in magnitude and spectral shape of the excess radiation over the now
available formidable range in collision energy suggests a universal origin of the observations (and
further points to emission around Tpc). In the following section we will revisit how microscopic
mechanismis of in-medium ρ broadening, which is consistent with the data, relates to chiral
symmetry restoration in the medium.
3. Implications for Chiral Restoration
Rigorous connections between chiral order parameters and the ρ spectral function (or more
precisely: vector-isovector spectral function) can be made via well-known sum rule techniques.
These are usually divided into two classes, namely the QCD sum rules (QCDSRs) [55] and
Weinberg (or chiral) sum rules (WSRs) [56, 57]. The former are formulated in a given hadronic
channel and utilize a dispersion integral to relate the physical spectral function to an expansion
in spacelike momentum transfer with coefficients governed by quark and gluon condensates
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Figure 3. Vector (left panel) and axialvector (right panel) spectral functions in vacuum [61].
Notable features are the inclusion of excited states ρ′ and a′1 (long-dashed lines) and a universal
perturbative continuum (dash-dotted lines) which starts at significantly higher energies than in
most previous sum-rule analyses.
(operator-product expansion). For the vector channel, one has
1
M2
∫ ∞
0
ds
ρV (s)
s
e−s/M
2
=
1
8π2
(
1 +
αs
π
)
+
mq〈q¯q〉
M4
+
1
24M4
〈αs
π
G2µν〉 −
56παs
81M6
〈OV4 〉 . . . , (4)
where ρV = −ImΠV/π is the spectral function, 〈q¯q〉 the chiral condensate, 〈αspi G2µν〉 the gluon
condensate and 〈OV4 〉 the vector 4-quark condensate. The WSRs are, in a sense, more closely
related to chiral symmetry (breaking). They involve energy-weighted integrals (or moments)
over the difference of vector and axialvector spectral functions, which directly result in order
parameter of chiral symmetry breaking, such as the quark condensate, pion decay constant or
chirally-breaking part of the 4-quark condensate. They read
fn =
∞∫
0
ds sn [ρV (s)− ρA(s)] , (5)
f−2 = f
2
pi
〈r2pi〉
3
− FA , f−1 = f2pi , f0 = f2pim2pi , f1 = −2παs〈Oχ4 〉 (6)
(rpi: pion charge radius, FA: coupling constant for the radiative pion decay, π
± → µ±νµγ, 〈Oχ4 〉:
chirally breaking 4-quark condensate), and are referred to as WSR-0 through -3. They have been
shown to remain valid in the medium [58]. This is quite a fortunate situation as the in-medium
vector spectral function is the only one readily available from experiment.
A quantitative use of these sum rules in medium requires to first establish their accuracy and
sensitivity in vacuum. This has recently been revisited by simultaneously analyzing both sum-
rule types in connection with τ -decay data [59, 60] which give accurate information on the vector
and axialvector spectral function in vacuum up to energies of the τ mass,
√
s < mτ ≃ 1.78GeV.
The low-energy part of the vector spectral function has been taken from the microscopic model
for the ρ meson that figures in the discussion of the dilepton data of the previous section, while
the a1 has been fit to the data with a Breit-Wigner ansatz. A novel element in this analysis is the
postulate of a universal perturbative continuum in both vector and axialvector channel. Besides
its underlying physical motivation of degeneracy in the perturbative domain, it also allows for
an improved description of the intermediate-energy vector data through the introduction of a
ρ′ resonance. It then turns out that a quantitative agreement with the right-hand-side (rhs) of
WSRs 0-2 unequivocally requires the presence of an excited axialvector resonance, at a mass of
aboutma′
1
≃ 1.8GeV (WSR-3 also shows a large improvement) [61]. This indicates a rather high
sensitivity of the WSRs to chiral breaking effects. Another way of looking at this is to examine
the values of the integrals on the rhs of the WSRs, Eq. (5), as a function of the upper integration
limit, In(sup). One finds oscillations with an amplitude much larger than the asymptotic values
as given by the left-hand side (lhs), i.e., the latter are a result of formidable cancellations
and therefore are to be considered as “small”. Finally, the thus constructed vacuum spectral
functions have been tested with their respective QCDSR [61]. Within the current theoretical
uncertainties of the additionally involved chiral blind operators, such as the gluon condensate,
these are also reasonably well satisfied, within a typical margin of ∼0.5%.
Let us now turn to the evaluation of the sum rules in medium (see, e.g., Ref. [62] for a recent
survey). As a first step, it is instructive to examine the consequences of model-independent
low-temperature expansions. As shown in Ref. [63], the leading T -dependence in the vector and
axial-vector channels in the chiral limit amounts to a mutual mixing of their vacuum form, Π0V,A,
as
ΠV,A(q;T ) = (1− ε(T )) Π0V,A(q) + ε(T ) Π0A,V (q) , (7)
with the mixing parameter ε(T ) = T 2/6f2pi (which is proportional to the scalar pion density).
The physical process realizing the mixing is a resonant interaction of the ρ-meson with pions into
an a1, ρ+ π → a1. It turns out that the chiral mixing straightforwardly satisfies the in-medium
WSR-1 and -2, provided they are fulfilled in vacuum [58]. Complications can arise, however, at
the level of the spectral functions, especially in set-ups with a rather small vector continuum
threshold, where the latter does not separate from the nonperturbative resonance region of the
axialvector, i.e., the a1 mass. This problem does not occur in the implementations of degenerate
continua with higher threshold energy [64, 61]; here, the continua stay invariant and the mixing
only operates on the nonperturbative part of both spectral functions. One can furthermore
evaluate the QCD sum rules in the mixing scenario [65, 66]). Employing the model-independent
T -dependencies of quark and gluon condensates, one finds both vector and axialvector QCDSRs
to be satisfied within 0.7% or so up to temperatures of T=150MeV [65], where ε ≃ 0.2 so that
the expansion starts to become unreliable (note that ε ≃ 0.5, which is reached at T ≃ 225MeV
(160MeV in the chiral limit), corresponds to full mixing, i.e., degeneracy of V and A correlators
in Eq. (7); thermal excitations other than the pion are expected to take over well before that).
We recall that a mixing scenario can also be formulated in cold nuclear matter, through a
coupling to the nuclear pion cloud [67, 68]. The coupling of these pions proceeds through the
pion cloud of the ρ, thereby creating axial currents [68].
While conceptually attractive (and rigorous), the V -A mixing mechanism alone is insufficient
to account for medium effects necessary to understand dilepton data. Most importantly, it lacks
the broadening of the ρ spectral shape that is pivotal in the description of the low-mass excess
observed in experiment. We recall that this broadening is essentially due to two mechanisms [24]:
one is the mediummodification of the ρ-meson’s pion cloud (which includes virtual pion-exchange
processes, i.e., chiral mixing), and the other is due to direct resonance interactions of the ρ with
heat bath particles h, ρ + h → R, leading to the excitation of further resonances, R. How are
these processes related to chiral symmetry restoration? To elaborate on this question, let us
recall the model-independent, low-temperature and low-density result for the chiral condensate
in a dilute hadronic medium (e.g., pion or nucleon gas) which reads [69, 70, 71]
〈q¯q〉(T, µB)
〈q¯q〉0 = 1−
∑
h
̺shΣh
m2pif
2
pi
≃ 1− T
2
8f2pi
− 1
3
̺N
̺0
− · · · (8)
with ρsh: scalar density of hadron h. The sigma term, Σh = mq〈h|q¯q|h〉, can be defined as
the expectation value of the chiral-symmetry breaking term of the QCD Lagrangian inside a
hadron h. For the pion and nucleon they have been evaluated from both chiral perturbation
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Figure 4. Left panel: Temperature dependence of the chiral quark condensate, normalized to
its vacuum value, as obtained from thermal lattice QCD [78] for different temporal lattice sizes
(indicated by different symbols); the dashed line is the hadron-resonance gas result where the
condensate is diminished by the quark content of the thermal excitations; the solid line includes a
T 10 correction which improves the agreement with lattice data at T > 140MeV. Right panel: In-
medium vector spectral functions in the isovector channel including the calculated in-medium
ρ contributions at vanishing chemical potential at low mass [24], supplemented with an in-
medium ρ′ contribution and a fixed perturbative continuum as deduced from in-medium QCD
sum rules [76].
theory [69, 70, 71] and lattice QCD [72]. The second equality in Eq. (8) follows from the
chiral limit for the pion and a value of ΣN=45MeV for the nucleon. More recent evaluations
suggest the latter to be significantly larger, around 60MeV [72]. The above expression has been
generalized to a resonance gas of hadrons to leading order in their densities. Note that, although
there are formally no interactions included, the excited hadronic states may be thought of as
being built up by resonance interactions of the stable pions and nucleons. In the nonrelativistic
limit, the pertinent sigma terms may be estimated using q¯q ≃ q†q, so that Σh/mq simply
counts the number of light quarks in h. With Σh > 0, one obtains the well-known result
that the mere presence of hadrons diminishes the (negative) chiral condensate of the vacuum,
〈0|q¯q|0〉 ≡ 〈q¯q〉0 ≃ −2 fm−3 per light-quark flavor, i.e., the “vacuum cleaner” effect. The very
existence of the resonance excitations in the hadron gas, which is one of the components in the
ρ-meson broadening, is thus intimately related to the reduction of the chiral condensate. This
notion can be carried further by realizing that the sigma term can be decomposed into a short-
distance part associated with the hadron’s quark core and a long-distance part associated with
its pion cloud, Σh = Σ
core
h + Σ
pi
h, see, e.g., Refs. [73, 74] for the nucleon case. These two terms
naturally find their counterparts in the medium effects of the ρ spectral function, namely the
ones induced by direct resonance excitations as well as through the coupling of its pion cloud to
the medium, respectively. This puts the medium effects due to chiral mixing through (virtual)
pions and due to the hadron-resonance gas excitations on equal footing. Also recall that the
hadron-resonance gas appears to be a good approximation to the QCD partition function for
temperatures up to close to (and even slightly above) Tpc [75].
The next question is how this connection works out more quantitatively when analyzing
the in-medium sum rules. This has been revisited very recently [76] (see also Ref. [77]), by
adopting the newly suggested description of the vector correlator with ground and excited state
and a universal high-energy continuum (recall Fig. 3). For the ground state the in-medium ρ
spectral function as used in dilepton calculations has been employed, while the perturbative
continuum remains unchanged. This leaves the Breit-Wigner parameters of the in-medium
ρ′ to be adjusted (in lieu of the continuum threshold in previous QCDSR analyses). For
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Figure 5. Left panel: Euclidean correlators at vanishing 3-momentum and normalized to
the free qq¯ continuum (for Nf=2 light quarks), as a function of imaginary time, τ , in units
of inverse temperature; the thermal lattice QCD results in quenched approximation at 1.45 Tc
(black squares) [79] are compared to effective hadronic model evaluations of Eq. (9) [80] using
either vacuum ρ and ω spectral functions plus continuum (dashed line), or in-medium ρ and
ω [24] at T=180MeV with either vacuum or in-medium reduced continuum (lower and upper
solid line, respectively). Right panel: Spectral functions (normalized by isospin degeneracy,
temperature and energy) corresponding to the correlators in the left panel; the lQCD result
(black solid line) is extracted from the data points in the right panel by a 3-parameter fit
ansatz [79]; for the hadronic spectral functions only the isovector part is shown (ρ meson plus
continuum), where the in-medium one (red line) uses a vacuum continuum and thus corresponds
to the lower red line in the left panel.
the temperature dependence of the condensates, the “non-interacting” hadron-resonance gas
expression, Eq. (8), has been used for the 2-quark condensate, which turns out to agree rather
well with lattice data, cf. left panel of Fig. 4 (a small correction has been introduced to better
reproduce the lattice data in the vicinity of Tχpc). The 4-quark and gluon condensate are treated
analogously, where the former includes correction terms to vanish at the same temperature as
the 2-quark condensate. It turns out that the QCDSRs can be rather well satisfied even until
close to the vanishing of the quark condensates, provided that the ρ′ also melts, cf. right panel
of Fig. 4. Of course, one should keep in mind that the vanishing of the quark condensates in
the hadron-resonance gas is unrelated to a real phase transition, although it may still indicate
that this model captures basic aspects of the medium when extrapolated close to Tpc. This
argument also applies to the in-medium calculations of the ρ spectral function which should be
rather reliable up to temperatures of about T ≃ 150MeV, where the total hadron density has
reached about 2̺0. As discussed in the previous section, it is quite intriguing that dilepton data
support a smooth extrapolation of the medium effects into the transition region. The analyses
of the WSRs in this framework requires the knowledge of the in-medium axialvector spectral
function, which is not available (yet). Preliminary studies using ansa¨tze for the in-medium
Breit-Wigner shape for a1 and a
′
1 that satisfy the axialvector QCDSR, indicate agreement with
the in-medium WSRs, with a tendency of the vector and axialvector to degenerate into rather
structureless spectral functions.
Another test of the in-medium vector spectral function, and of the associated chiral-
restoration mechanism, can be provided by thermal lattice QCD. In the latter, the information
on the correlation function in a specific hadronic channel, α, is routinely computed in euclidean
time, Πα(τ, ~r). After a Fourier transform in the spatial coordinates (from ~r to ~q), the relation
to the spectral function in the physical (timelike) regime takes the form
Πα(τ, q;T ) =
∞∫
0
dq0
2π
ρα(q0, q;T )
cosh[q0(τ − 1/2T )]
sinh[q0/2T ]
. (9)
Thus, via simple a integration over a model spectral function one can directly compare to
“lattice data”. The computational effort to compute the euclidean correlators in full QCD with
dynamical quarks is formidable and no results for light vector mesons are currently available.
However, in the quenched approximation, these calculations have achieved good accuracy in a
gluon plasma above Tc [79]. It is instructive to compare the trends in these computations to what
one obtains from the spectral functions used in the interpretation of dilepton data. This is shown
in the left panel of Fig. 5, depicting the euclidean correlators normalized to the perturbative
(non-interacting) qq¯ continuum. The hadronic spectral function, extrapolated to a temperature
of T=180MeV, shows a significant enhancement at large τ which is a direct manifestation of
the low-mass enhancement generated by medium effects (critical for the description of dilepton
data). In fact, even the vacuum spectral function shows this effect, caused by the free ρ and ω
resonances; the in-medium broadening roughly doubles this enhancement. The quenched lattice
data [79] show a surprisingly similar trend, given that they are computed at 1.45 Tc. Note that
chiral symmetry is restored under these conditions [81]. To extract the spectral function from
the lattice data is more involved. In Ref. [79] a physically motivated 3-parameter ansatz has
been fit to the correlators resulting in a conductivity maximum at low-energy, followed by a
smooth transition into the perturbative continuum at high energy (see black solid line in the
right panel of Fig. 5). Comparing this to the hadronic spectral functions, one observes a trend
suggestive of approaching the lattice data via a melting of the vacuum ρ resonance structure.
4. Conclusions
Low-mass dilepton data in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions provide a unique glimpse at the
vector spectral function inside the produced hot and dense medium. After the initial discovery of
large medium effects in the early and mid 90’s, recent data are now allowing for quantitative tests
of theoretical calculations. At SPS energies, a strongly broadened ρ-meson spectral function,
due to many-body effects in hot and dense hadronic matter, accounts well for both CERES and
NA60 data. Slope analyses of invariant-mass and transverse-momentum spectra corroborate
that the observed spectral modifications at low mass originate from temperatures in the vicinity
of the QCD transition region, Tpc≃160-170MeV. If this picture is correct, very similar effects
are expected for the low-mass dilepton spectra at collider energies. Very recent STAR data
have given first evidence for the universality of the low-mass excess with collision energy, but
are hopefully only the beginning of a systematic multi-differential investigation of dilepton
observables. The transition from the baryon-rich to net-baryon free matter is a critical test
of the current understanding of medium effects driven by baryon plus anti-baryon densities in
the vector spectral function. At the same time, the large PHENIX photon-v2 is most naturally
associated with radiation from around Tpc, even at full RHIC energy. The large PHENIX
dilepton excess in central Au-Au remains a puzzle which most likely requires a new type of
radiation source.
We have then argued that the mechanisms underlying these medium effects, namely resonance
excitations and (virtual) pion-cloud modifications, find their direct counterpart in the sigma-
terms of the heat-bath particles. This is significant as the sigma-terms are at the origin of
the reduction of the chiral quark condensate. Even though this mechanism only captures
the leading dependence in the scalar density of the medium particles, it is remarkable that
this ansatz describes the lattice data for the quark condensate rather well until close to the
(pseudo-) transition temperature. Although the resonance gas does not incorporate criticality,
the resonance excitations represent interaction contributions which amount to higher orders
in the density of the stable pions and nucleons. When evaluating the relation between the
in-medium vector spectral function and the decreasing condensate(s) more quantitatively using
QCD sum rules, a reasonable consistency is found; studies of the Weinberg sum rules are ongoing.
Finally, the calculations of euclidean correlators and their comparison to current lattice data
also reveal a common trend toward a rather structureless spectral function. All this suggests
that the ρ-meson melting scenario is quite consistent with different angles on chiral symmetry
restoration. To develop these indications into a quantitative proof, and/or unravel hitherto
unknown aspects of chiral restoration, remains a challenge. Experimental information from the
collider experiments will be critical in guiding further theoretical efforts, and vice versa.
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